Announcing the Merge of Derr & Isbell and Schuff Steel
Today we are excited to announce that Derr & Isbell Construction is merging into Schuff Steel, a sister
company, in the DBM Global family of companies.
The roots of DBM Global started with Schuff Steel Company in 1976. Since then, DBM Global has bought
5 other businesses, 2 primary production facility assets and most recently Banker Steel all with expertise
in commercial construction, industrial construction and advanced technologies.
Schuff Steel’s well-earned expertise in heavy complex projects compliments our own competence in
stadiums, convention centers, hotels, high rises and other challenging end markets. Joining forces allows
us to offer you access to more comprehensive resources for complete structural building solutions. With
more to come, some of the most exciting benefits today include:
Inhouse procurement
Primarily located in the Texas office, we will work with our inhouse procurement team to ensure
forward leaning strategies are utilized when working with the mills to secure best pricing.
Huge fabrication capacity
Access to 15 fabrication shops across North America with the two closest locations in Humble,
Texas and Ottawa, Kansas to better support your project needs.
Field expertise
Leveraging the combined field expertise along with greater union influence, we can erect more
safely and more efficiently.
Expanded geographical reach
Our teams through central, west and east coast expand our geographical reach to work with you
more broadly on projects throughout the US.
While the brands are changing, our word, our people and our teams you have worked with over the
years remain the same. Our commitment to you is now further enhanced by the executive team of DBM
Global and Schuff Steel led by two innovative builders, Rustin Roach and Shane Metzger, who are
committed to our clients’ needs and our employees’ health and welfare, with their teams and
companies.
Together, we bring forward a proven and disciplined approach: By defining clear goals early in the
process and utilizing technologies to establish a predictable path, a consistently reliable outcome is
delivered, every time.
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Parts of the construction industry evolve rapidly. It is the pioneering spirit of our companies that calls on
us to help find opportunities that allow for that change and the resulting growth, to thrive. This is an
exciting time for us, and we look forward to walking you and your team through the changes in greater
detail. In the meantime, please reach out with any questions.
Kindly

Brian Isbell
Derr & Isbell, COO
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